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Abstract: Fast pattern matching algorithms mostly used by IDS, which are considered one of the important systems used to monitor and analyze host and network traffic. Their main function is to detect various types of malicious and malware files by examining incoming and outgoing data through the network. As the network speed growing, the malicious behavior and malware files are increasing; the pattern matching algorithms must be faster. In this research paper we are presenting a new method of pattern matching, which could be a platform for enhancement in the future. In this field, researchers spared no efforts to introduce fast algorithms for pattern matching. The Most popular algorithms are Boyer-Moore, Aho–Corasick, Naïve String search, Rabin Karp String Search and Knuth–Morris–Pratt. Based on studying these techniques we are developing algorithms that process the text data, using different algorithm technique and then we’ll test the performance and compare the processing time with the fastest proven pattern matching algorithms available. Document the result and draw the overall conclusion.

1. INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth in information technology and specifically the hardware capabilities brings a new challenge to security. Intrusion detection system must perform to the optimal level to detect signature based malicious behavior. The technique behind the detection system is the algorithms being implemented. The algorithm is meant to process text. Pattern matching is to locate specific pattern in a raw data. The faster the compute system the more efficient the pattern matching needs to be. Therefore, there is a collective demand to bring a faster pattern-matching algorithm to keep pace with hardware rapid development, performance improvement and innovations. On the other hand, the accuracy and the efficiency need to be maintained using such algorithms. We are developing a new text processing technique and we’ll measure its performance. The algorithm will index the text string and create an array of similar character indexes. The arrays of the characters will be responsible to assemble the pattern need to be matched or detected. We will conduct comparison with two of the fastest patterns matching algorithms to date. They are Aho-Corasick and Boyer-Moore. If the performance is less, then it might be considered as new algorithm where further research and enhancement could be done.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 OVERVIEW

Pattern matching algorithms also called a string searching algorithms are class of strings algorithms that processes a large number of or text to find a place of patterns. String matching consists in finding one, or more generally, all the occurrences of a pattern in a text. The pattern and the text are both strings built over a finite alphabet. In several applications, texts need to be structured before searched. Even if no further information is known on their syntactic structure, it is possible and indeed extremely efficient to build a data structure that supports searches [1]. Because the data of
2.2 BOYER-MOORE

BM algorithm (Boyer-Moore) [2] is a kind of matching algorithm based on postfix matching backwards from right side to left side is a distinctive characteristic of BM algorithm. When there is a character that fails to match in text string T, if \( T[i] \neq c \), it will skip in the text string to speed up the pattern string moving. If \( c \) is a string in \( P \), finding out the rightmost \( c \) in \( P \) and then moving \( P \) to make \( T[i] \) align it; if \( c \) isn’t a string in \( P \), moving \( P \) to make \( P[0] \) align \( T[i+1] \). The fundamental of BM algorithm: matching one character at a certain distance in \( T \), and then determining whether skip to the right side and the distance of skipping according to the character, which is matched at present, whether appears in \( P \) or appears in which location. If it doesn’t skip, it will compare with \( P \) from the right to the left in the present location. Otherwise it will skip to the next location of \( P \) according to the skipping distance that has been computed in advance the algorithm also includes two parts, preprocessing and scanning. In the part of preprocessing, it just considers the pattern string \( p \) and the set of strings \( \Sigma \). We introduce a function of shift \( c \). It shows the situation that every character \( c \) appears in pattern string \( P \), and the distance that the pattern string moves. The function value of shift is also saved in an array the following is a method of computing the array of shift. If \( c \) appears in the pattern string \( P \), find out the location of \( c \) in the rightmost of \( P \), and the location is index. The value of function is the distance between the \( c \) of rightmost and the rightmost of \( P \), it is \( m-1 \)-index; if \( c \) doesn’t appear in the pattern string \( P \), the value is the length of \( P \). For example, \( \Sigma=\{a,b,c,d\} \) and the pattern string \( P=abacab \), we can compute it the Shift(\( a \))=1, Shift(\( b \))=0, Shift(\( c \))=2, Shift(\( d \))=6. And the time complexity of shift is \( O(m+\Sigma) \). Although the average efficiency of BM algorithm is high, it doesn’t performance well in the worst case. The complexity of the worst case is \( O(mn) \), such as, a text string =\( aaaa...a \), a pattern string \( P=baa...a \). BM algorithm is designed as a kind of algorithm that matches the single pattern string in text. Among the algorithms of matching single-pattern, BM algorithm is proved to performance best. However, when there are various kinds of key words to match in the filtering and matching of content, the BM algorithm has to match every kind of pattern. The time complexity of the BM algorithm is \( O(n) \) when matching the single pattern, but it is \( O(kn) \) when matching the multiple patterns.

2.3 AHO-CORASICK ALGORITHM

AC algorithm (Aho-Corasick) [3] is a kind of algorithm that based on finite state machine. It preprocesses the set of pattern strings to form a state machine in a tree before start matching. It just scans the text string \( T \) once, and then it can find out the all patterns that match with \( T \) in \( P \). The algorithm also includes two parts, preprocessing and scanning. It generates three functions: goto, failure function: and output function. The following is the matching process of AC algorithm: starting from state zero, picking up a character from the text string, and then going to the next state with goto function and the failure function. When the output function of some state is not a null, it means that it successes to find
out the pattern string. It structures the finite state
machine in the part of preprocessing, and the time
complexity of structuring transition function is
$O(M)$, $M$ is the total length of all patterns. The time
complexity of structuring the failure function is
$O(M)$, too. In the part of scanning, it scans every
character of the text $T$ on the basis of the finite state
machine that has structured before. Every character
just has one transition function, and the time
complexity of scanning is $O(n)$. So, the total time
complexity of the algorithm that based on the finite
state machine is $O(M+n)$. The time complexity is
related to the length of text and pattern but is not
related to the content of text and pattern. It means
that the average time of scanning in the best case or
the worst case is the same, $O(M+n)$.

The disadvantage of AC algorithm is that the
demand of space is large. Too many matching
patterns will occupy plenty of space; even maybe
make the system crash. So, AC algorithm can satisfy
the demand and performances well in the case of a
few patterns.

However, it doesn’t skip when it scans the text. It
inputs the text in order, which means it can’t skip the
unnecessary comparison. Obviously, AC algorithm
is not the best matching algorithm impractical
process of matching.

2.4 RABIN-KARP ALGORITHM

Rabin-Karp Algorithm is the simplest string
searching algorithm. This algorithm was developed
This algorithm uses the hash function to discover the
potential pattern in the input text. For the length of
text $n$ and pattern $p$ of mutual length $m$, its average
and best-case running time is $O(n+m)$ in space
$O(p)$, and also the worst-case time is $O(nm)$ in
space $O(m)$ [5]. It is used to discover the hash value
of the certain pattern substring and then it discovers
the hash value of all possible $m$ length substring of
the input text. If the hash value of the pattern and
text substring match than it returns the value
otherwise next substring value is matched to
calculate the string of length $m$.

2.5 KNUTH-MORRIS-PRATT ALGORITHM

The Knuth–Morris–Pratt were developed a linear
time string searching algorithm by analysis of the
brute force algorithm or naïve algorithm. The
algorithm was developed in 1974 by Donald Knuth
and Vaughan Pratt, and independently by James H.
Morris and they published it jointly in 1977. The
Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm moderates the total
number of comparisons of the pattern against the
input string [6]. A matching time of $O(n)$ is
accomplished by evading associations with
essentials of ‘S’ that have earlier been involved in
the comparison with some of the specific element of
the pattern ‘p’ to be matched. i.e., backtracking on
the string ‘S’ certainly not occurs [7].

Components of KMP algorithm Include 1. The
prefix function II for a pattern summarizes the
knowledge regarding however the pattern matches in
contradiction of shifts of itself. This information
may be accustomed avoid unusable shifts of
the pattern “p”. In other words, this succeeds avoiding
backtracking on the string “S” 2. The KMP Matcher
With string “S”, pattern “p” and pre-fix function “II”
as inputs, the prevalence of “p” in “S” is found and
the algorithm yields the variety of shifts of “p” after
which the existence is found. 3. Running - time
analysis: The time period for computing the prefix
function is $O(m)$ and time period of matching
function is $O(n)$.

3. PROPOSED SOLUTION

3.1 METHODOLOGY

Our approach was studying multiple string-
matching algorithms techniques and come up with
new idea. We are introducing a function that will
process the data by creating arrays of indexes. We
create array for each character and store its index, if
the character occurred more than once within the
text then it’s index will be added in the character
array that belongs to. Then we will try to find the
pattern required to match based on the characters
indexes search within the indexes array created.
We’ll compare the performance of our function
against Knuth–Morris–Pratt algorithm and document
the result.

3.2 CONCEPT

Knowing the techniques of the string search, like
Boyer Moore, which use rules to shift the character,
and Aho-Corasick, which create automata of
characters and links, we are building something
similar. The concept behind our function is very
simple, and it is working as following:

Stage One:
Store All Characters in the String provided into a
Temporary array in small Letters:
CharArray $(M) = []$, where $M = Length(string)$
Example: Suppose we have the following string "intrusion detection system", M = 26
So, we can represent this string inside the array as shown in Fig. 1:

```
| CharArray (0) | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 |
```

Figure 1 – String inside the CharArray

So,
CharArray (0) = “i”, CharArray (1) = “n”,
CharArray (2) = “t”, CharArray (3) = “r”,
CharArray (4) = “u”, CharArray (5) = “s”,
CharArray (6) = “i”, CharArray (7) = “o”,
CharArray (8) = “n”. Until end of text.

And the pattern that we wanna to find inside this string is the word (system):
Pattern = “system”, Where N = Length (Pattern)

**Stage Two:**
For Each Character in Pattern, Locate the index of this character in the text and save the indexes into Temporary Grid or Array as follow:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Figure 2 – Locate pattern letters indexes inside the string

Note: Please note that when the letter is repeated in the pattern no need to create a new row for the repeated letter because it indexes was calculated and saved with the array by the first time this letter found in the pattern.

**Stage Three**
Now we will start the algorithm search as follow:

One of the features of our algorithm is it go’s directly to the first character in the pattern as shown below, it creates 2 indexes, first one is called (Current_Index) this index holds the index of the first character inside the pattern. Second index called (Next_Index) and its value = Current_Index + 1

```
| CharArray || intrusion detection system |
|-----------|-----------------------------|
| Current   | 5                           |
| Index     | 5                           |
| Next      | 6                           |
```

Current Index = 5, First character in the pattern

**Explanation:**
Logically, when searching for a pattern, this pattern has a special signature, when we analyzed this signature, we find that the letters or numbers that make up this pattern will be in order, for example if we have this pattern: (system), then for example if the letter (s) starts at cell number 25 so the next letter will be exactly in cell number 26 then next letter in cell number 27 and so on.

Now, return back to algorithm Since Current_Index in position 5 and hold the letter (s), and Next_Index in position 6 and hold the letter (i) which is not apart from our pattern then the algorithm cancel the current search and go’s directly to next position index in letter (s) array which is (20).

```
| CharArray || intrusion detection system |
|-----------|-----------------------------|
| Current   | 20                          |
| Index     | 20                          |
```

Current Index = 20, Next Index = 21

Since Current_Index in position 20 and hold the letter (s), and Next_Index in position 21 and hold the letter (y) which is apart from our pattern then Current_Index stay at position 20 and Next_Index will be incremented by 1, so in our case Next_Index = 22.

```
| CharArray || intrusion detection system |
|-----------|-----------------------------|
| Current   | 20                          |
| Index     | 22                          |
```

Current Index = 20, Next Index = 22

Since Next_Index in position 22 and hold the letter (s) which is apart from our pattern and letter (s) is the next letter in the pattern, then Current_Index stay at position 20 and Next_Index will be incremented by 1, so Next Index = 23.

```
| CharArray || intrusion detection system |
|-----------|-----------------------------|
| Current   | 20                          |
| Index     | 23                          |
```

Current Index = 20, Next Index = 23
Since Next_Index in position 23 and hold the letter (t) which is apart from our pattern and letter (t) is the next letter in the pattern, then Current_Index stay at position 20 and Next_Index will be incremented by 1, so Next_Index = 24.

```
Current Index = 20, Next Index = 24
```

Since Next_Index in position 24 and hold the letter (e) which is apart from our pattern and letter (e) is the next letter in the pattern, then Current_Index stay at position 20 and Next_Index will be incremented by 1, so Next_Index = 25.

```
Current Index = 20, Next Index = 25
```

Since Next_Index in position 25 and hold the letter (m) which is apart from our pattern and letter (m) is the next letter in the pattern, then Current_Index stay at position 20 and Next_Index will be incremented by 1, so Next_Index = 25.

Since the Length of our pattern is 6 and we found our pattern inside the string given, so our algorithm exits the search and return the value (1) indicates that the pattern is found.

**Some tips and features for proposed algorithm:**

- At any time if the Next_Index will not be matching next character in the pattern then, the algorithm will move the Current_Index into the next position of the letter (S) which is position (22) and set Next_Index = 23 and starts searching again.
- Also, for saving the time of searching, if the remaining characters in the text > length(pattern) then the algorithm will exit the search and return the value of (0) indicates that the pattern given is not found.
- Another feature for our algorithm, it helps to locate each character index in a given text means that we can use it in many cases like (count each character inside the text, replace the characters ...).

In the below figure we create the algorithm in graphical user interface and save 10 patterns in algorithm database and enter a text with length of (452) Letters we run the program to find the patterns, it takes (2.419) seconds to find the (10) patterns inside the given text. And if you want to know where these patterns are located inside the given text just double click on the pattern in the yellow grid and the pattern will be highlighted in the given text.

Another feature for this algorithm it stores all occurrence of the pattern inside the given text not only the first occurrence.

![Figure 4 – Results for the algorithm for 10 Patterns](image)

### 3.3 TIME COMPLEXITY

We tested the new algorithm by matching 5, 10, 15 and 20 Patterns and we conclude that our algorithm has two cases, case one: best case \(O(n)\), case two: worst case \(O(n+m)\) the following Graph shows the result of time complexity:

![Figure 5 – Time Complexity for our Algorithm](image)
3.4 COMPARISON BETWEEN AC AND BM AND OUR ALGORITHM

The following graph shows the time complexity for AC and Booyer-More Algorithms:

![Graph showing time complexity for BM Algorithm](image)

Boyer-Moor its worst-case complexity is \(O(n+m)\). The thing is that in natural language search Boyer-Moore does pretty well.

4. CONCLUSION

There are numerous basic string processing techniques, a few of them are called varieties, they are presented from well-known matching algorithms, after numerous tests and comparisons, we conclude that the performance of our algorithm is superior than the Aho-Corasick and Boyer-More algorithms. Within the future we are going do improvements and enhancing on our algorithm to come up with a better matching technique and faster than the current one.
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